The flamboyant annual talent war between the first and second years of PGDM was on October 4, 2014. The annual event continued to get bigger and better every year. The otherwise hustling LIBA campus was tuning to music and dancing on its feet, to the theme ‘The Fourth Dimension - Time’. The events Temporal clicks (Photography), Inquizitte (Quiz), Rang on the ramp (Fashion show), Moments of Laughter (Spoof), Timeless Melodies (Group Singing dancing) were all based on the evolution over time. They graced the occasion with judging and extraordinary performances. F13, the team of second years won the overall trophy for their novel ideas and unimaginable execution. The top talents of the day were crowned as Ms. and Mr. LIBARATED’14. Mr. Evans Thomas of F14 and Ms. Shirin Maria of F13 bagged the title. The DJ night marked the end of an event of paramount joy and jubilance witnessing LIBAITES’ talents!